
Online reading lesson 10 - Young Dark Emu

Clarifying words using Google.

● For this lesson, you are going to read one page from an

information text, called “Young Dark Emu” by Bruce Pascoe. It is

a young person's version of a text called “Dark Emu” also by

Bruce Pascoe.

● His books use letters and diary entries from early European

colonists to encourage modern Australians to consider why

Australia was a fertile landscape before European colonisation.

Try your best to read this page or ask someone to read it with you:

⇩

⇩
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⇩

● I bet that you found that pretty difficult to read😟, I know that

I did!

● A lot of the words that the author uses will be new words to you.

● If you can clarify the meanings of those words,the whole page

should be easier to understand.

⇩
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⇩

● I am going to choose a word that I am unsure about - indigenous -

● Now I’m going to use a modern method of finding the meaning, which

is perfect for an online lesson -  use Google!

● Most of you have probably done this before, just type the word into

google search, press go, and you can see the definition, google even

tells you how to say the word.

● I can read that “indigenous” means originating in a particular place.

● Now I’m going to put this information into a table ⇩
● Your task is to complete the table, I have included two more words

from the text. You must choose four other words to clarify (find out

the meaning) and create your own sentences.

⇩
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Words, Meanings and Sentences.

Word Meaning My sentence

indigenous Originating in a particular

place.

Wombats are indigenous to Australia.

environment

climate
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